
REACTEC
SAFETY AS A SERVICE PLAN

Access Reactec’s risk management technology the easy way, with a no 
hassle monthly payment plan. 

Recognised as the leaders in real world risk monitoring technology, Reactec want to ensure clients gain the full 
benefits from their investment by supporting them through the lifecycle of the equipment, with an offer of tailored 
payment plans. We know that health risk management is a long-term commitment and believe that our technology 
and expertise can make a difference by engineering risk out of the workplace and therefore preventing damage to 
the health of your employees.

Using our combined expertise in electronic, environmental and data engineering, we've built an eco-system of tough 
workplace wearables linked to cloud-based data analytics that will help you reimagine risk control. And we can bring 
this to you in a simple, fully supported opex model, avoiding major upfront capex costs.

Reactec recognise that capex constraints can challenge investment decisions in technology, particularly in health 
risk management. We also recognise that the pace of technology innovation can result in outdated assets.

To ease concerns on both, Reactec are offering our eco-system of health risk monitoring and data management 
as a holistic monthly service charge.

Reactec’s Safety as a Service plan gives you peace of mind, hassle free payments, spread over 3 years. There’s no 
capital expenditure, therefore no assets.

Reactec are continuously finding meaningful ways to contribute to increasing sustainability, reduc-
ing environmental footprint and eliminating as much waste as possible.

Waste from electrical and electronic equipment contains a complex mixture of materials, some of 
which are hazardous. These can cause major environmental and health problems if not discarded in 
the proper way. In addition, modern electronics contain rare and expensive resources, which can be 
recycled and re-used if the waste is effectively managed. 

That's why our Safety as a Service plans ensure the free collection and environmentally appropriate 
disposal of all electronics, including recycling and up-cycling wherever possible, in compliance with 
the WEEE Directive.

Sustainable and Impactful



Fully supported        

So, why choose a Safety as a Service Plan from Reactec?

Reactec experts will be available through the 
term of your contract to offer guidance and 
provide latest tips on best practise use of 
Reactec’s technology.

No asset to depreciate 
Reactec recognise that capex constraints can 
impact investment decisions in health risk 
management. Don’t hold back in modernising 
your management of risk through the Reactec 
SaaS plan.

Low monthly payments
Spread the cost of owning the equipment 
over 36 monthly payments with only 4 
required as an initial outlay.

Avoid maintenance costs
Our electronics are used in arduous environ-
ments. Be reassured of no quibble replacement 
of faulty equipment and avoiding performance 
issues of product approaching end of life.

Fixed known cost
Regular fixed monthly payments take the hassle 
out of cash budgeting and management

Brand new equipment every 3 years
Technology is constantly advancing. With a 
service plan be assured of receiving the latest 
technology on renewal every 3 years.

For more information call 0131 221 0930 or email info@reactec.com
to arrange a demonstration     
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Cost comparison of using Reactec’s systems
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The cost of collecting manual records is 
£400 per person per year based on 5 mins 
per worker per day to record and 10mins 
per worker per week to administer

The average liability claim per worker is 
£30,000

The cost of a manual risk assessment is 
£184 compared to £60 when supported 
with monitoring technology

HSE fines have increased threefold in 
recent years03
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